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RISK RATING

Risk Classification

The Fund is suitable for investors with a

very aggressive profile or for those who

take medium to long - term views. As a

marked-to-market Fund, its net asset

value and total return may fall or rise as a

result of stock price movements. On

redemption of units, a policyholder may

receive an amount less than the original

amount invested. Prior to investment in

the Fund, the policyholder shall undergo

a client suitability assessment procedure

to determine whether the Fund is

appropriate for him considering his

investment objective, risk tolerance,

preferences and experience.

Market Commentary

The local bourse ended 0.86% lower

MoM to 6,499.68 in March 2023. The

positive surprise from the PH and US

February inflation reports failed to lift the

market as negative sentiment prevailed

amid contagion fears stemming from

bank weakness abroad. The market

pared losses at the second half of the

month as concerns waned before falling

by 2.18% at the end of the month.

Bank stress in US and Europe sparked

talks of possible financial crisis. Investor

unease lessened, but still lingered, with

recent bank rescues and central bank

statements. In the US, First Citizen bank

acquired failed Silicon Valley Bank, while

major US banks (JP Morgan, Citigroup,

Bank of America, Wells Fargo, Goldman

Sachs, and Morgan Stanley) provided

funding to Republic Bank. In Europe, UBS

agreed to takeover its embattled

competitor Credit Suisse, backed by the

Swiss National Bank, which provided a

loan to UBS/CS. Both the BSP and US Fed

hiked rates at 25 bps, a slower pace of

rate increase as widely expected.

However, the ECB pushed through with a

50 bps hike, despite bank turmoil.

BSP Governor Medalla assured

Malacanang and the public that the

Philippine banking sector is strong, and it

can withstand shocks posed by the

collapse of some US banks. He noted that

the PH banks have a significantly

different asset base than that of US

banks, and there was no material

exposure to these banks. Similarly, The

Bankers Association of the Philippines

assured that the recent development in

the US financial system have no

substantial or material impact on PH

Banks. We see market volatility to persist

driven by concerns over the financial

sector abroad and possibility of global

economic slowdown. Immediate support

and resistance for the PSEI is at 6,400 and

6,600, respectively.

Philippine headline inflation slowed down

to 7.6% in March 2023 from 8.6% in

February 2023. The inflation print was

near the lower end of BSP forecast of

7.4% - 8.2%, and below the median of

8.1% of the BusinessWorld poll of 16

analysts. The downtrend was driven by

lower inflation rate of heavily weighted

food and non-alcoholic beverages,

followed by transport, and then housing,

water, electricity, gas, and other fuels.

Inflation rate in NCR decelerated as well

to 7.8% from 8.7%. Meanwhile, the

country’s core inflation (excludes selected

food and energy items) increased to 8.0%

in March 2023 from 7.8% in February

2023. Year-to-date headline and core

inflation (January to March 2023) at 8.3%

and 7.7%, respectively. BSP Governor

Felipe Medalla said that they may

consider pausing its monetary tightening

in May if the April CPI is lower than the

March CPI.

MarketOutlook

Given prospects of lower inflations and

downshift in pace of rate hikes,

improvement in corporate earnings

growth in 2023 compared to previous

year will likely be seen.
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FUND DETAILS:

1.079774

1.000000

1.126886

0.555395

Daily

Inception Date

Fund Manager

Fund Currency

Fund Size

Management Fee

17 Sep 2014

PNB - Trust Banking Group

PHP

PHP 1.30 Billion

2.00% p.a.

Latest NAVPU

Initial NAVPU

Highest NAVPU (01.26.2023) 

Lowest NAVPU  (03.25.2020)

Pricing / Valuation

Investment Objective

To achieve dividend income and long term

capital appreciation by investing in a 

customized basket of no more than twenty 

(20) companies listed on the Philippine Stock 

Exchange with a history of regular declaration 

of dividends; that have recently provided the 

highest dividend yields; and are considered 

very liquid and are actively traded

AGGRESSIVE

Based on the Fund Manager‘s fund risk 

categorization



2022 Dividend 

Yield**

2023 YTD Dividend 

Yield*
Sub-SectorSecurities (Ticker)

2.08%0.00%BanksBank of the Philippine Islands (BPI)

5.56%2.39%BanksMetrobank (MBT)

3.45%0.00%BanksSecurity Bank (SECB)

2.81%0.00%HoldingsAboitiz Equity Ventures, Inc. (AEV)

(not in basket in 

2022)
0.00%HoldingsAyala Corp. (AC)

10.00%5.30%HoldingsDMCI Holdings, Inc. (DMC)

15.22%1.52%HoldingsLT Group, Inc. (LTG)

2.22%0.00%Holdings
Metro Pacific Investments Corp. 

(MPI)

4.26%0.00%Energy & PowerAboitiz Power (AP)

0.79%0.00%Energy & PowerAC Energy Philippines, Inc.(ACEN)

1.40%0.77%Food & BeverageCentury Pacific Food, Inc. (CNPF)

5.37%0.00%Energy & PowerManila Electric Co. (MER)

2.54%0.00%Food & Beverage
Universal Robina Corporation 

(URC)

7.71%0.00%MiningNickel Asia Corp. (NIKL)

14.49%5.56%MiningSemiraraMining Corp (SCC)

(not in basket in 

2022)
0.00%PropertyMegaworld Corp. (MEG)

(not in basket in 

2022)
0.00%PropertyRobinsons Land Corp. (RLC)

4.80%0.00%TelecommunicationsGlobe Telecom (GLO)

3.00%0.67%Transportation
International Container Terminal 

Services (ICT)

8.88%0.99%TelecommunicationsPLDT Co. (TEL)

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

This document is for information purposes only. This does not constitute an offer or a solicitation to
buy or sell any investment referred to in this document. The information in this publication is based
on carefully selected sources believed to be reliable but we do not make any representation as to its
accuracy or completeness. Any opinions herein reflected are good as of this date but may be
subject to change without prior notice. Investment or participation in the Fund is subject to risk and
possible loss of principal, and is not insured by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation (PDIC).
Losses, if any, shall be for the account and risk of the Trustor/Participant. Past performance is not
indicative of future performance.

Since Inception 5 Years (YoY)3 Years (YoY)1 Year (YoY)Year To DatePerformance History

7.98%11.01%81.76%-0.40%2.12%Absolute

0.90%2.11%22.04%-0.40%N/AAnnualized

%Securities

6.4Aboitiz Power (AP)

6.3DMCI Holdings, Inc. (DMC)

6.3Metrobank (MBT)

6.3PLDT Co. (TEL)

6.2Manila Electric Co. (MER)

31.5Total

*2023 yield calculated using YTD 2023 closing prices

**2022 yield  calculated using December 2022 closing prices 

NAVPU Since Inception

Indexed Performance Over 3 Years (NAV - NAV)

Performance Overview

Portfolio Analysis

Top 5 Holdings

Sector Allocation
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